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Sometimes, all we want is change. 

For the last year we’ve been living in a sort of limbo, adapting and

adjusting to the various unexpected and very sudden ways our lives

have changed. 

I think many of us have been longing for the day we get to change

‘back’ to what we think of as normal life. 

But now a roadmap out of lockdown, and the ongoing restrictions

around Covid, has been announced, optimism is also joined by fear.

Things are going to change – again. 

Are any of us ready for it?

There are only two things that are consistent in our lives, and they

are change, and time. These things don’t budge. Time passes, and

change happens. 

They’re the certainties in our uncertain world. 

We all have the choice to accept these constants, or not – but both of

those options are a choice.

I hope this ebook helps you to navigate the change in your life -

courageously, consciously and gracefully. 

Love, Debbie.x



We all have a basic human need to feel safe. 

If we go back in time to our old brains, as I like to think of it, when

we started out all of us were safe in our caves. 

But then we had to go out and search for food and that became scary

– what was going to happen out there? 

We all feel safe when we know what we know. 

As humans we love clarity and boundaries, we love knowing what’s

going to happen when, what we have to do and when we’re going to

do it. 

Change is a step into the unknown and sends us into a bit of a spiral.

Change, however, is also how we move into our growth zone. 

If you picture three concentric circles, the one in the middle would be

our comfort zone. 

When we feel safe and secure, everything is very routine and
predictable, and we aren’t challenged. 

The second circle is our growth zone, or stretch zone, and this is

where the magic happens because that’s where the learning takes

place. 

When we move into that stretch or growth zone with open mind we

can deal with challenges more effectively, look at problems more

efficiently and work out a realistic and practical approach.

Then in the outer circle we have the panic zone, or the ‘oh crap’ zone

as I sometimes call it, where we don’t want to be, because we’re just

like rabbits in the headlights and we can’t make decisions in that

moment. 

T H E  C H A L L E N G E  O F  C H A N G E
 
 



There’s an art in realising when you may be going towards the panic
zone. 

Often this happens because we’re listening to too much outside ‘stuff’

rather than just listening to ourselves and what’s important to us. 

We can begin working out how to handle the upcoming changes by

looking at what we’ve already done. 

We’ve all been through a lockdown, restrictions easing for a while,

another lockdown, more easing and then a final, very strict lockdown! 

So over the last 12 months we’ve all been up and down on the Corona-

coaster and this means we have valuable experience in handling

change.



In your journal, write down three changes the last year has brought. 

These could be big changes like switching to working from home,

homeschooling children, managing your team differently, being

made redundant, going on furlough, or even losing a loved one or

becoming unwell yourself. 

Or, they may be small changes like changing your priorities,

practicing more empathy with your partner or finding creative ways

to enjoy a lockdown birthday or celebration. 

Now, write down how you’ve handled those changes, in practical
terms. 

The ways you have changed your schedule, altered your home

environment or otherwise adjusted to change. 

Next, write down three things you have learned from these changes,
big and small. 

You could have learned something practical, like how to use Google

Classrooms! 

Or maybe you’ve learned that you’re more patient and resilient than

you thought. 

Perhaps, you’ve learned how much you value your own time and

space. 

Whatever you’ve written down, is concrete evidence that you are

able to handle change, and that you’re adaptable and resilient to all of

life’s curveballs – even some of the really big ones! 

You can also directly see what your skills are and how you cope with

upheaval because you’ve outlined exactly what you’ve done to get

through this period of change.

R E F L E C T I O N  E X E R C I S E  



M A K I N G  P L A N S  

How am I going to create that outcome?

What steps can I take?

With whom will I need to collaborate to achieve this?

What might stop me?

From whom can I ask for support if I need it?

What’s my first step?

When will I start?

In any period of change, such as starting a new job, I always advise

clients to create a 90-day plan outlining how they will get to where

they want to be. 

Look at your goals, whether that’s handling a big change like coming

out of lockdown or something smaller like starting a new role,

readjusting to going back to the office or finding your feet again after

a particularly tough year.

Then for each of your goals ask yourself the following questions...



M A K I N G  P L A N S

What have been your top achievements in the last 90 days?

What did you do to make yourself feel good?

What didn’t happen – and why?

How can you bring even more harmony into your life?

What actions can you take to keep improving?

What will make me feel happy in the next 90 days?

Why is that goal important to me?

How will my life improve when I achieve that goal?

How will I reward myself?

What are the five most important steps I can take to achieve that

goal?

What will I do daily to work towards that goal?

When you come to the end of each 90-day quarter, reflect on the

following questions:

Now it’s time to look ahead to the next 90 days and ask:

Based on this exercise you can begin to put in some plans that are

realistic and achievable. 

Some of these plans might require a degree of flexibility. 

For example, lots of people are booking holidays right now, which is

great – but do bear in mind that it’s always possible that holidays

won’t happen. 

It’s important to be optimistic, but to also have a plan in place if that

holiday doesn’t happen, to stop you pinning all your hopes on

something that may well still be outside of your control.



There’s a lot of hope being pinned on June 21, the day that, all being

well, all restrictions will lift and we can ‘get back to normal’. 

But I think it’s important to remember that we won’t wake up on June

21 as different people living different lives, and we won’t have erased

the previous 15 months. 

When things end, there is often a process we go through that sees us

enter a neutral zone, where we get used to our new realities, and

what’s going to happen next. 

We then move into our new beginnings which is exciting and

energising but can be scary, and here is where we’re glad to have

done our work and made our plan, so we can take back control.

June 21 will be just another day, but we can make it a good day. 

W H A T  D O  Y O U  W A N T  T O  R E M E M B E R ?

As we prepare to, hopefully, leave the constraints of the last year

behind us, take the time to reflect on what you want to remember.

The magic moments, and the people who inspired us.

Whether that’s people like Captain Tom, Joe Wicks and Marcus

Rashford who worked tirelessly through lockdown to raise money

and spirits for those in need, or everyday heroes like NHS workers,

supermarket workers and the neighbours and friends who did food

drops for vulnerable people. 

A N  E N D I N G  B E F O R E  A  B E G I N N I N G



A  F I N A L  N O T E

Hopefully this guide has given you lots of inspiration and ideas for

ways you can prioritise your wellness this winter season. 

But if you do find you need extra help and support this year, don’t be

afraid to ask. 

Many people find lockdown and life more generally difficult for all

sorts of reasons, and there is lots of formal and informal support out

there. Samaritans helpline is available 24 hours on 116 123.

For more information please contact Debbie, Laura and Gail on 07496

328 745 / 07896 998 136.

Email: info@wishfish.org.uk

Visit: www.wishfish.org.uk

Tune in to our Secrets from a Coach podcast via Spotify! 

Listen today!
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